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In Part 1 of this article – Preparation
– Feroz Wadia described how the intrepid
group had to overcome a number of hurdles
to make the round the world flight a reality;
Will Gray and Mike Start take up the story

O

nly one hour previously we had taken
off from Cambridge into a 300ft
overcast; however we were soon above the
clouds and on our way to Bournemouth.
The flight was quite uneventful as the engine
purred along smoothly yet purposefully, and
it seemed like very little time had passed up
until we had landed and were taxiing to
the Airtime hangar. Then suddenly, over
the radio from the Tower came ‘Golf Oscar
Juliet, we have just heard and would like to
congratulate you on your achievement’ and
after thanking them we just looked at each
other in stunned surprise.
Will parked his Bonanza in front of the
hangar and, as soon as we clambered out,
we were met by a welcoming party of family
and friends who all started asking ‘ how had
it gone?’, ‘what was it like?’, ‘ had we enjoyed
it?’, ‘was it good to be back?’ Amazingly,
neither of us knew exactly how to reply, or
what to say!

Five weeks previously
I am not sure whether it seemed like a
lifetime, or only a few days, but it was just
over five weeks previously that we had
left Bournemouth on the first leg of our
flight around the world. Will and I were
no strangers to long distance flying, having
flown in the London to Sydney air race
in 2001, and the Salzburg to Cape Town
event in 2006, as well as numerous forays
into North Africa, the Middle East, the
North Cape, Scandinavia, throughout
the Mediterranean and most of Europe;
however we both thought that this trip was
always going to be somewhat different, and
we weren’t disappointed.
It was in Salzburg - at the conclusion
of our return trip from Cape Town - that
Hans Gutmann, the organiser of the event,
had asked us if we would be interested in
a flight around the world. After about one
nanosecond, during which time we gave the
proposal due thought and consideration, we
both, like lambs to the slaughter, said ‘count
us in’.
However, time went by and nothing
happened, the political situation along the
proposed route kept changing
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ow in its fifth year of operations, this family
business - run by Executive member Peter
Bondar - has developed a broad range of hangar
and door solutions, using modern construction
techniques with cold rolled high tensile steel, for
public airfields to private strips. The hangars arrive
as a flat pack kit either for self build, or for erection
by BlackBird’s team, including bases as required.
Prices are 25% to 50% cheaper than traditional
constructional techniques.

BlackBird is offering PPL/IR Europe members
a free design and consultancy service, all the way
up to planning department approved drawings.
In addition, members are offered a 10% discount
on ‘flat pack’ buildings with a further 15% on any
erection work. For more information, see www.
blackbird.aero or email peter@blackbird.aero or
call on 01845 501202.
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Don’t ditch the NDB just yet!
By Douglas Baillie

Extract from NDB DME Approach for Dundee Runway 09.
© Jeppesen, not to be used for navigation

A

lthough NDB holds and letdowns are increasingly becoming
.somewhat extinct, there are still some at airports where they do
use them for training and for real live recovery from IMC outside
of controlled airspace. These usually appear as a published letdown
(cloud break) procedures, or for holding and then joining the ILS.
Apart from the fact that you will probably need to demonstrate
an NDB hold and approach for the grant of your initial instrument
rating, and at every revalidation, it’s good practice in remembering
what an ADF is actually for!
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Beware the Haar without warning
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Such an example is Dundee which is often shrouded in mist, caused
by the east coast Scottish Haar, a horrible fog that creeps in from the
North Sea, often without warning. Because the runway is right next
to the River Tay estuary at zero feet above sea level, having to make
an unexpected IMC arrival can become quite interesting.
Anyway, the ILS and the DME approach are always there to help
if they are working; but they are no use for the offset hold because
that is based solely on the old wartime NDB. If you look at the
letdown chart, you will see right away that there can be problems.
These are exacerbated by the wind rarely being down the runway.
In fact, a crosswind in awkward conditions at Dundee is all too
common. I am sure there are other airfields where an old NDB may
be your only option if you are to avoid a costly and time consuming
diversion to somewhere other than your planned destination.
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and there are no indications of ground speed or distance available.
In reality, you could be anywhere. The only information you have is
where the beacon is relative to your aircraft.
Remember the difference between an RBI and an RMI?
Hopefully, you have the latter and don’t have to keep on imagining,
or keep setting your heading on the moveable compass card all the
time? If I have lost you already, then don’t go to Dundee or any other
place with an NDB let down because then you will get lost, fly into
a nearby hill, or fly the hold in the wrong direction and embarrass
yourself badly. Satellite navigation will eventually replace this old
style kit, but not for a while yet.
So if the mental cobwebs have been blown away, now we can think
about coastal effect and ADF dip.

Anticipate the possibilities
So let’s imagine you are working Leuchars Radar, inbound to
Dundee, you are VFR ‘on top’, and need at least a cloud-break to
get below the sector’s safety altitude because Leuchars will only give
you limited descent. You have set up the ILS for the easterly runway,
and ATC tells you to enter the hold and await onward clearance to
the ILS; worse still, both the ILS and DME are off and it’s an NDB
letdown only. Based on my experience, it is the unexpected that can
cause an element of panic; however a well prepared single crew PPL/
IR pilot will anticipate the possibilities. Having the NDB approach
plate to hand will save a lot of time and improve safety. This is not
a good time to be rummaging around in your flight bag looking for
it whilst dealing with a fast approaching beacon. If it’s not what you
expected to happen, it takes time to adapt your thinking if you are
to fly the pattern safely, forcing you to recall instrument flying skills
that you may have forgotten about. Now, you really don’t want to
have to go to Aberdeen or Edinburgh, so NDB it is.

Coastal effect and ADF dip
Coastal effect is the difference between your actual bearing and what
the ADF tells you about your relative bearing. It can be as much as
15 degrees if the airport is actually on the coast because the signal is
deflected, or bending, rather than a straight line like a VOR radial.
But Dundee doesn’t have a VOR and - unless you set up the PTH
VOR at Perth, far away to the west, recognising that it is in fact
almost an extension of the Dundee runway centre line - you might
well be perplexed.
Joining the hold isn’t made any easier because you don’t know how
far away you are from the NDB until the ADF swings about a bit,
and you are past the beacon, hopefully on the right track to make
your join. So have your initial heading to join inbound to the NDB
set up in advance, make the turn right away and notice what the
ADF is doing. If the needle isn’t doing what you want it to do don’t
worry too much, because you are probably still close to the NDB and
if you are in a turn the needle head will ‘dip’ towards the NDB. So
no point in verifying anything until you are flying wings level and
on a fixed heading.

Into the NDB hold
First question is ‘What join do I use to make sure that I enter the hold
over the beacon in the right direction?’ OK, assume that you can
manage that or, alternatively, you can ‘fiddle’ your QDM to suit
the most convenient join, so you should be pointing more or less
at the NDB, plus or minus a bit of offset for wind. This gives you
an early clue about your drift, where the wind is coming from, and
what might happen in the hold if you don’t get the drift right, or fail
to adjust your time on the outbound leg. All too frequently, it is so
easy to drift too far away from the hold because the wind is strong
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Don’t forget the stopwatch
Forgotten anything? Yes of course, you should have set your
stopwatch when you arrived over the NDB so that you know
when to turn onto your heading back to the beacon to take up
your first hold. Ideally, one minute outbound in still air, less
with a tailwind component, more with a headwind.
Turning in towards the NDB again will cause the ADF
needle to ‘dip’ and point to the wrong compass QDM. This
gives the illusion of the turn happening more quickly than it
actually is, resulting in most cases in rolling out too soon. This
is illustrated by your ADF needle suddenly showing a new
QDM with a big difference between it and your new heading.
Most inexperienced pilots, aware that they have overshot
their inbound track, start to turn quite rapidly towards the
beacon and very quickly watch in horror as the ADF swings
away in the other direction. This leads to ‘chasing the needle’,
fixating on it, losing the instrument scan, losing or gaining
height, forgetting checks and mismanaging speed. These are
the early signs of possible disorientation and loss of control.

Know what the needle is telling you
The keys are to know what the needle is telling you, to know
how to expect it to behave, to anticipate the errors and to make
allowances for them; but most of all, to roll into all your turns
at the correct time, always at rate one, and to only make small
adjustments to correct errors. Remember, the objective is to
arrive over the beacon in order to commence the hold. It is
NOT a precision instrument, and must not be confused with
the accuracy of GPS or a VOR. Joining the NDB hold is going
to be inaccurate, so don’t get yourself distracted by trying to
make it something it isn’t.
Having joined the pattern, and made some errors, remember
to learn from them as you enter the main holding pattern. All
turns should be for one minute at rate one. I realise that some
schools of teaching suggest altering the rate of turn or the
duration. But if you start to apply turn rate changes and also
adjust your drift and time on the outbound leg as well, you are
in for a very confusing time.
Having decided what drift to use and when you are going to
turn, stick to these absolutely unless you have strong evidence
that you have miscalculated. It is unlikely that the wind will
have changed much since you joined the hold five minutes ago.

All you have to do is…
All you have to do is to remain within the holding pattern,
and arrive more or less over the NDB, before leaving it to
commence your descent.
There are no actual rates of descent on an NDB approach,
just minimum altitudes that are determined by time. So as
long as you have always remembered to set your stopwatch
every time you are over the NDB, you will always be within
the distance and height safety margins. Descent minima are
set quite high for these approaches and are a proper reflection
of their relative inaccuracy.
Remember NDBs are exactly what they advertise - nondirectional beacons. And ADFs are automatic direction
finders. Nothing more than that, so fly them that way and do
not expect too much of them or of yourself. They are not quite
yet of the bygone era, so keep your hand in as maybe one day
these old procedures may just save your life.
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Holding – design
and execution
By Nick Gribble
‘Holding.’ The very word strikes fear into the hearts of many pilots,
particularly those who fly IFR only infrequently or are just embarking on
their IR training. In reality, however, it’s not difficult if you apply a few
basic principles, and in this article I’ll touch on a few tips and tricks to help
make your holds that bit less traumatic. If you’re experienced in IFR flying
and consider yourself adept at holding then you may be more interested
in the sections dealing with design or the ever-present discussion of the
‘anything goes’ method of joining.

I

n this and the short series of related articles which follows, I make
no apologies for using trade jargon since the articles are aimed at
those who already know what they’re doing. Readers who need an
explanation of terms are encouraged to read appropriate training guides
or talk to an instructor.
These articles are not designed to be training manuals and do not
contain everything you need to know on each subject. Readers wanting
more information or advice on any aspect of instrument flying are very
welcome to contact gCAP; advice is usually given free unless the answer
requires further investigation.

Holding - what examiners look for
In the old days the hold used to be referred to as a four-minute hold,
and you were judged on your ability to hit the beacon within as few
seconds of four minutes as possible. This changed several years ago
to the current system in which you are expected to make reasonable
calculations of timing outbound and to achieve the inbound track ‘for
a reasonable time’, which is normally considered to be about fifteen
seconds. Many pilots now leave the clock running from abeam and
check it as they go over the beacon, trying to make it read as close as
possible to three minutes at the on-top, but this is rarely accurate and
is actually not recommended. The only ICAO stipulation is that the
outbound timing is one still air minute, and it is this upon which the
protection areas are calculated. More of this later.

Lateral positioning outbound
Laterally you have nothing outbound with which to maintain track
(RNAV excepted) and are expected to make a reasonable adjustment
for the wind. Instructors will suggest using rules such as ‘triple drift’ but
these are not always accurate since, for example, it’s possible to apply
triple drift and find that your heading is the other side of the wind,
pushing you further away than you expected to be.
ICAO expects pilots to drift on the outbound leg by up to 5° away
from the inbound track, which is actually quite a narrow tolerance
and requires a bit of thought. Incidentally, it is assumed that if you go
through the inbound track when on the outbound leg you’ll make an
adjustment for this (having recognised that you’re far too tight) and
thus no extra protection is given for drift towards the non-holding side.

4
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Timing - when to start the clock
There has long been lively controversy regarding
when to start the clock on the outbound leg. Most
trainers teach the line from PANS-OPS 8168
Volume 1, the IFR pilots’ master document which,
at para 1.3.4, says that ‘Outbound timing begins
over or abeam the fix, whichever occurs later. If
the abeam position cannot be determined, start
timing when the turn to outbound is completed.’
Others, however, quote from Volume 2, para
1.3.2.1, which says ‘Outbound timing starts
abeam the fix or on attaining the outbound
heading, whichever comes later.’ Clearly there
is a discrepancy here, and having discussed the
matter at some length with a member of the IFPP
(Instrument Flight Procedures Panel i.e. the people
who are responsible for the content of PANS-OPS
8168), I am told that the version in Volume 1 is the
correct one, i.e. timing starts from abeam unless
the abeam position cannot be determined. Let’s
look at why this is the case by seeing how a hold
protection area is constructed:

Designing a hold
PANS-OPS Volume 2 tells designers how to
construct a hold. It’s far from a simple process
so the following is a précis. First of all we check
PANS-OPS for the maximum speed in the hold
for the category of aircraft. For Cat A this is 110kt,
for Cat B it’s 140kt. This is converted to TAS, so
on a typical ISA day at 3,000ft a Cat A aircraft
could be doing 118kt and a Cat B could be doing
150kt. (These figures are not exact and assume a
temperature of ISA+15°C which is PANS-OPS
standard practice.)
Then we assume an ‘ICAO-standard wind’,
which is twice the altitude in thousands of feet,
plus 47. Thus for a hold at 3,000ft the wind used
is 53kt; this is used for drift calculation in the
turns but not for the outbound leg since the pilot is
expected to compensate for this.
The pilot is assumed not to react to the on-top
of the beacon for 6 seconds, and then is assumed
to roll on bank at 5° per second, taking 5 seconds
to achieve the maximum bank angle of 25°. The
distance covered in 6 seconds is applied in a
straight line past the facility, after which the turn
is drawn, and in which the wind is considered
to blow the aircraft outwards at (in the example
given above for 3,000ft) 53kt, creating a spiral.
From the end of this spiral (i.e. the start of the
outbound leg) the pilot is given a further 5 seconds
to roll out, then a minute’s worth of outbound is
drawn from this point, widening at 5° to allow for
uncatered-for drift. At the end of the outbound,
plus another 5 seconds for bank establishment, the
turn inbound is drawn with another spiral, and the
whole area is joined up by tangents.
This produces the basic hold template, but it
assumes that the on-top was accurate. In addition
to pilot errors (which are catered for in part by
the 6 seconds mentioned earlier), system errors
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can result in the aircraft not being where the
pilot thinks it is. This ‘fix tolerance area’ (FTA)
extends to about half a mile around the fix (more
of this perhaps in a later article), so the size of the
template is effectively increased by the size of this
FTA.
Under this primary hold area, the aircraft is
clear of obstacles by a minimum of 300m, but
this caters for only 95% of aircraft (two standard
deviations); so to protect 99.7% (three standard
deviations, the PANS-OPS standard), the area is
further increased by a further 5nm, within which
the obstacle clearance is steadily reduced.
This same construction procedure (up to the
initial turn to outbound) is used to protect joins
down the 70° angle so that direct and parallel
outbound joins are fully protected. Clearly, offset
joins are protected by default since they fall within
the main holding area (see Figure 1.)

More on outbound timing
From this it can clearly be seen that the protection
area in the outbound segment of the hold goes
from the abeam position, but as mentioned earlier,
there is one situation not yet discussed, and that is
when the abeam position cannot be determined.
The question of what this means is often raised.
When established in the hold, the abeam
position can always be determined. A headwind on
the inbound leg will usually result in the aircraft
going past the abeam when in the turn but in this
situation timing still starts from abeam despite the
fact that the aircraft is turning.
Offset joins are timed for one minute (adjusted
for wind) from the beacon. Parallel joins are also
timed for one minute (adjusted for wind), but the
position for the start of this timing is not stated.
Logic (and, by implication, PANS-OPS Volume
1 para 1.3.4) says to start it abeam the beacon,
but from certain angles you are already passed
the abeam position; in such a situation clearly the
abeam cannot be determined and you start the
timing from wings level instead. This is also true
of a direct join from certain angles. Astute readers
will have realised that an aircraft which will take
up to 30 seconds to turn through up to 90° on a
join on which the abeam cannot be determined are
not as protected as those on which it can, but in
fact another level of protection is provided which
is done using a ‘fudge’ called XE and YE. There
is not enough time in this article to explain these,
but any reader interested in knowing more can
contact me at nick@gcap.co.uk for more detail.
Suffice to say that such joins are indeed fully
protected.

Three-minutes from abeam?
This brings us back to the question of why it’s not
recommended to work out your outbound timing
based on three minutes from abeam to on-top.
ICAO has us adjust outbound timing so that one
still air minute is achieved on the outbound leg,

5

Figure 1 shows a section of the
hold based on the Blackpool
NDB, showing the 70° join
segment and abeam lines.
Figure 1

Figure 2 shows a section of the
VOR/DME hold at Biggin
Hill. Note the absence of the
70° line, indicating that joins
other than on the radials shown
are not permitted. The abeam
line is absent since the end of
the outbound leg is based on
distance not timing.
Figure 2

Images © gCAP 2010
but we’re not told to make any
adjustments outbound to allow
for the inbound turn or the
inbound leg. Consider a 15kt
headwind on the inbound track
and a 100kt holding speed (and
assume that IAS equals still air
groundspeed). The outbound
speed will be 115kt, so the
timing outbound should be
52sec and the aircraft will travel
a distance of 1.67nm. In the
inbound turn the aircraft will
drift away from the beacon at
15kt, so in the minute required
for the turn through 180° it
will drift 0.25nm. It thus has
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to travel 1.67+0.25nm to get back to the
beacon, i.e. 1.92nm, and it will do this at
100-15 = 85kt, i.e. 1min 21sec. The total
time taken is thus 0:52+1:00+1:21=3:13.
The time from abeam to on-top continues
to diverge from three minutes as the wind
speed increases; for a 40kt wind in the same
direction the time taken from abeam is 4:03,
considerably longer than three minutes.

The ‘gate’ position
For those who are unaware, the so-called
gate position is considered to be reached
when the angle subtended at the beacon
between the inbound track and the
reciprocal of the needle is 30°. It’s a good
guide, but for crosswinds you need to alter
it by up to 5° towards the wind to allow for
drift in the inbound turn.
Now listen carefully; I shall say this only
once: do not estimate the location of the
end of the outbound leg by watching for
this gate; work out the position of the end
of the outbound leg solely on timing, but
by all means use the gate to assess whether
the hold is tight or wide. If you get your
outbound drift wrong it’s possible to end up
flying almost parallel to the 30° gate line
and never achieving the gate position, so it
can only ever be a guide to how wide you are
rather than in place of timing.
Out of interest, the still-air gate position
is not just when the needle is at the 30°
position, it’s also at a distance of about 2nm
from the beacon, so if there’s a co-located
DME you have another clue. Unfortunately,
NDBs and DMEs are rarely co-located, but
you can get your distance from the beacon
from the RNAV should you wish to.

Holds vs. racetracks
Another hotbed of confusion, but in fact
there’s little more than semantics between
them. The definitions say that a hold is
simply somewhere to put an aircraft while
awaiting further clearance, while a racetrack
is a course reversal manoeuvre aimed at
allowing an aircraft to lose height and/or
position onto final approach. Thus if you
fly an approach procedure which looks
like an extended hold, what you’re actually
doing is flying a racetrack once you leave
the hold on the last time over the beacon.
Not that this matters, but it’s worth bearing
in mind that while the primary protection
area for a racetrack is the same as for a hold,
the secondary/buffer area is half the size,
extending to only 2.5nm wide.

RNAV or en-route holding
The basic protection areas for holds where
the datum is not a facility (i.e. you’re using
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a range and bearing to determine the ‘ontop’) are drawn the same as for a hold based
on a facility, but the joins to that hold are
not. Specifically, the extra areas required to
protect an aircraft which joins down the 70°
line are not normally drawn, partly because
when the criteria were originally drawn
up it was not possible to set up navaids to
point to anything that wasn’t a beacon. The
consequence is that only joins on specified
radials are protected, which means that you
can join on the inbound track via a direct
join or on the reciprocal of the inbound
track via a parallel or offset join, because
all of these joins take place within the basic
hold protection area. What you can’t do
is join from across the hold, since to do so
normally requires the aircraft to go outside
the basic hold protection area and to do so
would be unsafe. This is changing now that
RNAV equipment is becoming standard fit,
but for the time being it is safest to assume
that all en-route holds have been designed
using old criteria under which joins are only
permitted on the published radials.

Why are joins restricted to the three
published methods?
There is a school of thought that says that
it really doesn’t matter how you join a hold
just so long as you achieve the inbound. A
pilot said to me not so long ago that he’d do
a clover-leaf if it worked and I’ve heard ATC
say that they really don’t care what pilots do.
Well here are a few reasons to do what the
book says:
I
If you do a non-standard join on a test
you will fail.
I
The criteria for holding have been
agreed internationally, so pilots flying
multi-crew or with a new operator know
what is expected.
I
The protection areas are valid only for
joins flown in accordance with the
criteria.
I
It is possible for an aircraft to drift right
to the edge of the protection areas due
to errors which can’t be detected from
the cockpit (e.g. instrument inaccuracy,
navaid inaccuracy, inaccurate wind
assessment etc).
I
Obstacles outside the protection areas
are ignored from a design perspective.
An airfield in the mountains might
have a hold between mountains and
be perfectly safe, but an aircraft which
deviates by more than a metre from
the protection areas could get a nasty
surprise.
I
ATC can see whereabouts you are in a
pattern if they know what that pattern
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is supposed to look like.
Adjusting a non-standard join to
account for an early approach time is
practically impossible.
Quite apart from all this, it’s downright
unprofessional to make it up as you go
along, and smacks of an inability to do the
job properly.
I

Be ready
Holding is not easy, but nowadays with
sophisticated ATC systems and the desire
not to waste fuel or time, the likelihood is
that a large number of pilots will only ever
fly a hold during initial IR training and
testing since it is not a legal requirement for
subsequent proficiency checks. This should
not lead to complacency, however, as it is
possible for ATC to require an aircraft to
hold at short notice, so it’s vital that pilots
are able to cope. To that end, study your
route before flight and note the positions
where you might be required to hold, noting
what the join type might be and how to set
up the navaids. A little pre-flight study like
this can make all the difference between
calm in the cockpit and panic.

Essential reading
If you want to know more, get a copy of
PANS-OPS 8168 Volume 1. If you want to
know even more get a copy of Volume 2,
but it is expensive and when you fall asleep
under it you’ll find out that it’s also heavy.

Conclusion
There is more to holding than most pilots
need to know. Whilst the above has
hopefully dusted away a few cobwebs or
opened a few windows, all you really need to
know as a pilot is this:
I
The three join methods.
I
Where to start the clock.
I
How to adjust the outbound time and
heading.
And finally, study your route before
flight but don’t plan too much, as the wind
and join direction will almost certainly be
different when you get there.
There is clearly a lot more that could be
said, so readers wanting more information
are encouraged to get in touch. The
gCAP office is manned 24/7 on 0845 054
2531, or you can email nick@gcap.co.uk.
Alternatively, come along to the PPL/IR
Europe meeting on 10 April 2010 (Ed.
location changed to Cambridge – see Pilots’
talk), where the author will talk about the
design of RNAV instrument approach
procedures and Captain Mollison will
discuss how to fly them.
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Engine management for
normally aspirated engines
Part 1 of 2
By Peter Holy
This article provides some very general tips on management of the larger Lycoming or Continental
engines, particularly in high altitude flights, in normally aspirated, not turbocharged, aircraft.

I

n this article, it is generally assumed
that the aircraft has an engine monitor,
indicating the EGTs and CHT for at least
one cylinder. This is the popular EDM700
which indicates all of them.

Also, smooth engine operation at peak
EGT or LOP may not be possible unless the
engine is fuel injected and even then it may
need the injectors custom matched to the
engine e.g. GAMInjectors (see www.gami.
com.)
Engine management becomes particularly
relevant at higher altitudes. In the European
IFR context, the minimum level acceptable
to Eurocontrol tends to be around FL070
and practical weather avoidance strategies
can push this to FL200. Most nonturbocharged IFR flight is therefore done
with a wide open throttle, often either at a
low RPM (for best range) or at maximum
RPM (for the highest altitudes) and mixture
control becomes very important.
There are two main aspects to engine
management: fuel (mixture) management
and thermal management. They are
closely connected but are easier to describe
separately.
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Mixture management – why not
automatic?
Any petrol/gasoline fuelled piston
engine delivers its best fuel efficiency
at a specific air to fuel mixture which
by mass is approximately 15:1. This is
called stochiometric combustion, and it
corresponds closely to the highest exhaust
gas temperature. So, why doesn’t every
aircraft engine set this ratio automatically
and thus eliminate the mixture lever? There
are several reasons.
One reason is undoubtedly tradition
and extreme conservatism in the GA
marketplace. This is far from misplaced,
given the historically poor reliability of GA
avionics. Having a DME fail is inconvenient
but an engine failure would be much more
serious. The traditional carburettor or fuel
injection servo is a simple mechanical device
which is highly reliable. Even the most
recent attempts at FADEC (full authority
digital engine control) on diesel engines
have proved unreliable. So, we still have the
magneto system with fixed spark timing
even though electronic ignition has been
around for decades, is much simpler than
full FADEC and would be an easy retrofit
onto a magneto drive. However it does need
a separate engine-driven power source (when
your car battery goes flat, the engine stops!)
It can be done but the market will take a lot
of convincing.
Aircraft engines need to be as light as
possible, which in most cases has resulted in
a rather minimalist air-cooled design which
is unable to deliver its full rated power when
running stochiometric because the engine
would simply overheat. So, when full power
is required (usually during takeoff and
climb), the over-rich mixture modifies the
combustion temperature/pressure profile
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to produce less heat within the engine. The
price is a big waste of fuel - around 30%.
A final and quite sensible reason is that
an aircraft engine spends most of its time
at cruise, which is a more or less constant
power setting, so once the mixture is set
appropriately, it can be left there. Contrary
to popular belief, a 1950’s Avgas aircraft
engine running at such a constant power is
no less efficient than even the most modern
petrol car engine. The big difference is that
a car engine spends most of its time running
at a low power but has to deliver a reasonable
fuel economy and low emissions over a
wide range of power outputs, and this is
where most of the development of electronic
engine controls has gone. An aircraft
engine manually set up for stochiometric
combustion, with its fixed ignition timing
optimised for cruise, is running at the
same parameters as if it was controlled by
FADEC.

PPL training and mixture
In traditional PPL training, the subject of
‘mixture’ is largely avoided and most flight
is done with the red mixture lever all the
way forward, with various ‘if you touch
this you will cook the engine’ dark warnings
from instructors. This approach delivers a
cool combustion process, well suited to the
erratic power changes typical in the training
environment, but results in a huge waste
of fuel, a correspondingly reduced aircraft
range, a much reduced operating ceiling and
a higher risk of clogging up spark plugs.
Fortunately, pilots wishing to move
forward have found plenty of material on
the internet, with a lot of it written by the
famous engine management guru John
Deakin. The mixture setting is normally
discussed in terms of where the exhaust gas
temperature (EGT) is set. The standard
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reference point is ‘peak EGT’; anything
richer is called ‘rich of peak’ (ROP) and
anything leaner is called ‘lean of peak’
(LOP). For any petrol/gasoline-fuelled piston
engine, the most fuel efficient operating
point (stochiometric combustion) and the
lowest specific fuel consumption (SFC)
occurs around 25°F LOP but, in practical
flight, peak EGT is so close to stochiometric
that the difference doesn’t matter. (Note that
due to the US origin of nearly everything in
this game, engine temperatures are expressed in
degrees Fahrenheit.)
The following diagram illustrates the
basic idea. Note, the highest power (HP)
is obtained well rich of the more efficient
settings.

ROP vs. peak-EGT vs. LOP
The whole subject of operating ROP
vs. peak-EGT vs. LOP has a long and
complex history, with various religious
positions having been adopted. The engine
makers do authorise peak-EGT operation
(generally only below 75% of maximum
rated power) but have offered very little
additional guidance. Lycoming have
produced a notorious paper “Experts are
everywhere to help you - The “new” old
leaning technique”, see www.lycoming.
textron.com/support/troubleshooting/
resources/SSP700A.pdf. This in essence
suggests that lots of things are OK but due
to a widespread (perceived) lack of engine
instrumentation and pilot competence
within the GA community they cannot
recommend it. Nevertheless, a great many
GA pilots have embraced the more modern
operating principles and there is no data
suggesting that there is a problem with it.
Historically, a favourite saying of many
American pilots was ‘ fuel is the cheapest thing
you can put in your engine’ but the recent
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massive fuel price increases appear to have
ended this too. I have been flying peak-EGT
or LOP since the engine was run-in. When
it was opened up for the SB569 mandatory
crankshaft change at the 700 hour point
(Ed. see Peter’s two part article in IP67 and
IP68), the engine was very clean and all
parts were found to be within new limits,
except the exhaust valves and even those
were within overhaul limits.
Mixture management is quite simple.
The phases of flight to consider are on the
ground, takeoff, climb, cruise, and descent:

Mixture on the ground and taxiing
Immediately after the engine starts and
stabilises, and also after landing when the
RPM is at idle, lean the mixture aggressively,
almost to the point where the engine RPM
starts to drop off. This lean combustion
keeps the plugs clean and delivers the fastest
engine warm-up. Due to the very low power
setting at idle there is no possibility of engine
damage.
The idle/taxi RPM needs to be chosen
with some care. The engine handbook
recommendation may be, say, 1,200 RPM
but this can result in an excessive taxi speed;
however lower values may not charge the
battery, so some tradeoffs are inevitable
according to how long one expects to be
hanging around on the ground.
Fine wire (iridium) spark plugs suffer
less from fouling than conventional plugs,
and seem to last almost for ever (mine are
as good as new after about 1,000 hours),
but they are expensive and not immune to
shorts caused by lead deposits. Invariably,
the problematic plug is one of the lower
ones which need the lower cowling to be
removed. However, to date, I have always
succeeded in clearing a shorted plug using
the traditional method of leaning to peak
EGT at a reasonably high power setting.

Takeoff mixture
The takeoff is simple: always at maximum
available power. The fuel metering system
(carburettor or fuel injection) is factory
adjusted so that when at full throttle,
maximum RPM (if a constant speed
propeller is fitted) and full mixture, the
engine is running very rich with an EGT
which is around 125°F ROP. Now, at
standard atmospheric conditions (1013mb,
+15°C at sea level), the engine will deliver
100% of its rated power. However, the power
output of a normally aspirated engine falls
off immediately as one climbs.
It is less simple when departing from a
high altitude airport! The takeoff is still done
at the maximum available power but in this
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case this is not achieved with the mixture
full rich. The method is engine dependent
but in general terms one leans the mixture
until peak EGT is reached and that is the
best power one is going to get. There are no
high altitude airports in the UK but there
are elsewhere in Europe.

Climb mixture
Traditionally, the climb is also done with all
three levers fully forward until top of climb.
But there is a problem which manifests itself
on higher altitude climbs.
As one climbs, the air pressure falls,
and the fuel metering system detects the
lower airflow and it reduces the fuel flow
to maintain the mixture ratio and thus the
engine operating point (in this case, 150°F
ROP). Unfortunately, it doesn’t get it quite
right. The air to fuel ratio is based on mass
flow. It is trivial to measure mass flow of the
fuel because at that stage it is still a liquid,
and a liquid is virtually incompressible
and thus its density is very nearly constant
even over wide temperature changes (Avgas
expands just 0.1% per degree C). So any
mechanism measuring liquid flow velocity
or pressure in a fixed orifice will do, more
or less. But mass flow of air is much more
elusive; it is highly compressible and its
mass flow cannot be measured directly with
any simple mechanical device. There are
modern electronic methods but you won’t
find one of these in a 1950s engine design.
Both a carburettor and a fuel injection servo
measure something halfway between mass
flow and volume flow, which varies with
altitude and temperature. Some fuel system
designs incorporate altitude compensation
but even they don’t do the whole job, and
introduce a nasty failure mode: a failure of
the barometer diaphragm which stops the
engine by flooding it with fuel.
The result is that as one climbs fullrich beyond say 7,000ft, the engine runs
progressively richer and doesn’t run properly,
and may eventually stop.
The traditional solution is to climb
full-rich to a few thousand feet and then
transition to a ‘cruise climb’. There is
nothing wrong with this, but it is not a
comprehensive solution to high altitude
climbs (say, 15,000ft) because regular
additional leaning is required even during
the cruise climb.
A smarter way is the constant-EGT
method. Very shortly after takeoff (within
the first 1,000ft or so) note the EGT of any
particular cylinder. Obviously, this assumes
one has an engine EGT instrument of some
kind. Then, as the climb progresses, the
EGT would naturally fall but one
P9►
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The final step-down fix
Compiled by David Bruford aka Raif Burvodd, Alain Toogood and Sue Denham

I

t was Nigel Everett’s fault that I ended up with the journalistic
version of quad-polar disorder. Back in 1994 Peter Herold and
Anne McGlone determined that there was a need for a network to
allow instrument rated pilots to meet and exchange ideas, drink
alcohol and eat a lot. They formed an organisation entitled PPL/IR
Network and attracted such luminaries as Jan Hedegård, David
Hare, Stuart Baird, Roger Dunn, Adrian Lyons, Philip Crewe, Alan
O’Hea, Denis Gray, Alan Markwell and Nigel Everett to form the
organisation. Some of these people are, amazingly, still alive.
The founders were quick to identify Nigel Everett as being an
amazingly adept journalist, author and most importantly, editor.
In April 1995 the first edition of the organisation’s newsletter,

inspirationally named ‘Newsletter’ was published. This consisted of
eight sheets of A4 printed on just one side (oh - but the rain-forests
I hear you cry but this was pre-carbon tax and we gave short-shift
to tree-huggers in those days) and included eight articles, five of
which were written by Peter Herold; a situation that would haunt the
newsletter again in later years.
I (wearing the singular polar as David Bruford) obtained my
IR in 1992 so the organisation formed while I was still fruitlessly
attempting to fly single-engine legally over London in an airway. I
can’t remember how I got to learn of PPL/IR as it then was, but I
suspect that Nigel Everett’s cunning was somehow instrumental in
snaring me.
P 10 ►
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leans the mixture to restore and maintain the original
EGT value. With a multi-cylinder monitor such as an EDM700,
it doesn’t matter which cylinder is used for this purpose but you
have to stick to the same one all the way, and it is smart to use the
one whose cylinder head temperature (CHT) is the hottest; on my
engine it is #3, but #5 or #6 are more common as they are right
in the back of the engine. Practically, one can adjust the mixture
every 1,000ft or so: it isn’t really critical. The following illustration,
showing data downloaded from my EDM700, gives the general
idea.

As can be seen, the constant EGT also results in a nearly
constant CHT which is a highly desirable situation because many
engine installations have difficulty controlling the CHTs during
climb - especially in the summer. Here, the CHT can be seen to
actually drop slightly as the climb progresses, which is probably due
to the reducing engine power and the cooling air getting colder.
The stepped nature of the EGTs during the above climb shows
that the mixture was adjusted only periodically.
The constant EGT climb technique enables a continuous climb
from takeoff all the way up to the aeroplane’s operating ceiling,
with the periodic mixture adjustment being the only thing that
needs attending to, and is the most fuel efficient way to climb to
any desired altitude.
I’ve done flight tests to measure the relative fuel efficiency of
different climb methods. The primitive full-rich climb is definitely
sub-optimal, as well as being of no use for higher altitudes. A very
early transition to a cruise climb at peak EGT (or LOP) yields a
fuel burn per distance travelled which is very close to the constantEGT method but it is difficult - in my TB20, anyway - to keep
the CHTs low enough while achieving a reasonable climb rate, so
I don’t use this method anymore. A LOP climb works with some
engines, particularly turbocharged ones, for installations with very
good cooling airflow.

EGTs

In Part 2 of this article, Peter will look at mixture management in the
cruise and descent as well as thermal management.

CHTs

HEALTH WARNING: nothing in this article takes precedence
over anything written in any flight manual or pilot operating
handbook, or over anything else published anywhere else
whatsoever. Use this information entirely at your risk.

CHT and EGT analysis taken from an EDM700
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In 1998 I was freelancing for Pilot and
Flyer and I started to receive stuff from
Nigel with a short letter asking if I’d write
a review for it. As this meant receiving free
stuff, including flight planning software - up
to Jeppesen FliteStar level - I greedily fell
for it, but as I was suffering from delusions
of adequacy that I would soon be making
a living as a professional journalist I used
Alan Toogood as a pseudonym for this
down-market freebie newsletter. I had to
turn Alan into a francophile some years later
when email addresses became de rigueur and
virgin.net already had an Alan Toogood,
hence Alain Toogood was born.
Regular reviews followed from Alan
and, by issue 16, the Newsletter was now a
‘journal’ and was published under the name
of Network as a twenty page glossy paper
magazine similar to its appearance today,
albeit without a hint of colour. Art direction
and layout was under the direction of the
perfectionist Ole Henriksen.

The birth of the Eurostuff column
Then I received a call from Nigel. He had
a contact within AOPA Europe who sent
him the ‘occasional’ minutes and agendas
of all the GA related meetings going on in
Brussels. ‘Could he have them redirected to
me and I précis the most interesting ones for a
column on European matters?’ ‘Of course,’ I
responded, ‘happy to help.’
This stupid, knee jerk response, meant
that our postman was upgraded from
bicycle to van as the agenda and minutes
from every conceivable Eurocontrol and
IAOPA committee, sub-committee and
sub-sub-committee made its way into my
letter box, complimented by seemingly

endless faxes. The Eurostuff column was
born to disseminate vital information to our
members.
Buried deep in these documents were the
first hints of 8.33kHz spacing, Mode S,
RNP-RNAV and Europe’s great white
elephant, Galileo. Thus, armed with enough
paperwork to read for several hours every
evening of the week I missed the gripping
plots of Neighbours, Corrie and Emmie and
instead immersed myself in such nuggets as
the minutia produced by the ACG, EAG,
TCG, EATMR&DPRG, AFG and ECCG
groups while becoming mortified at the
proposal to phase out EATCHIP in favour
of EATMP and its ten domains. I take great
pleasure in realising that, a decade later, I
now have absolutely no idea what any of
these acronyms mean.

Then a change of editor
In late 2001 rumours started to circulate
that GASCO’s Flight Safety magazine had a
new editor - Nigel Everett - thus I waited for
the phone call that wasn’t long in coming.
Nigel’s last issue of Network in January 2002
carried the cover story - The death of the
European PPL/IR? - a question that has been
regularly asked in subsequent issues.
I edited a couple of issues but quickly
found that being able to spot misplaced
apostrophes and syntax errors was a
negligible part of the job. What Nigel had
been very proficient at, and what I was
neglecting to do, was to attract contributions
from members - or anybody - that would
write articles for no recompense other that
a warm glow of self-satisfaction. By issue 31
I looked at the articles assembled ready to
go to layout and realised that I had written

One month’s in-tray for the PPL/IR Europe
press office before the arrival of email

the content of 14 of the 20 pages and eight
of the ten articles, my name appeared so
often it was embarrassing. So, Alan Toogood
took over Tech Talk, Raif Burvodd by-lined
Level Busts, Sue Denham (pseudonym geddit?) did Intelligence Reports and I wrote
Eurostuff. With two real articles contributed
by Nigel Everett and Rolf Seigrist we had a
well balanced looking issue.

But the editor needs copy
As I was now spending about two days a
week on PPL/IR Europe matters things
had to change. We had 500 members,
all intelligent souls capable of putting an
article together, they had to start writing
for the journal and a relaunch was required.
The Executive agreed to a name change to
Instrument Pilot but refused my request to
fund for colour printing, even if restricted to
just the cover pages; however, satisfied with
the new name, I planned to come back with
my colour begging bowl at a later date. I’d
also managed to slip in the agreement that
we would accept members’ non-commercial
adverts - more space filling copy problems
solved.
To make our new magazine comparable
to established pilot magazines I needed
fresh copy so wrote to everybody who
had contributed in any of the previous 32
editions, placed begging notes on the forum
and phoned anybody that would take my
calls.
Issue 33, the first issue under the banner of
Instrument Pilot carried articles from a CAA
Staff Flight Examiner, letters from nine
members (none of them me), the three pages
of Intelligence Reports was a compilation
by members with only one page by me and
Paul Kelly and to-be-Chairman Paul Draper
filled the rest. Well, I did Eurostuff and
Raif Burvodd did the back page review of
Jeppesen’s FliteStar but otherwise the journal
was back as a proper members’ publication.

Coloured cover pages
In December 2002 we changed to colour
cover pages and it has remained in that
format to this day.
I seem to recall that Mr Everett assured
me that as editor I would get a place on
the Executive and after three years it was
standard practice for each executive member
to stand down and be put out to grass while
a brand new enthusiastic replacement would
be plucked from the membership. I had
assumed that he was telling the truth.
It took me until January 2008 to find a
successor and miraculously, just as we had
found the brilliant Paul Turner to replace
the high standard precedent set
P 11 ►
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Chairman’s corner
Anthony Bowles

A

s we start the new decade, my first and welcome task is
to wish members a happy new year. We are in a period of
transition both within and without our organisation as my notes
this month relate. Within PPL/IR Europe, I start by paying
tribute to two of our members who are retiring from Executive
Committee duties.

Some thank you’s
First, Paul Draper. Members will recall that Paul served as Chairman
for a five year period before my predecessor, Jim Thorpe. What
may be less well known is that Paul, after handing over to Jim,
maintained his busy schedule on the many external committees
where he sat as our representative. Much of this work requires
detailed analysis and understanding of complicated technical papers
and we owe Paul a great deal for his painstaking work over the years
on our behalf, which has contributed in a major way to gaining the
respect that PPL/IR Europe has in GA aviation circles today.
The second committee member to whom we say goodbye is David
Bruford who over the years has undertaken every editorial job in
our organisation and more but in more recent years has compiled
Pilots’ talk. It was only very recently that I have learnt of all the
pseudonyms under which David has written over the years and
realised that in the early years of our organisation - when it was
known as PPL/IR Network - that he wrote and indeed produced our
in house magazine all but single handed. David will also be retiring
as our Press Officer.
Ed: David Bruford’s final contribution to the magazine is published
on page 9.

And some new faces
David Earle will be taking over Paul’s committee work which means
that he will be handing over his duties as editor of Instrument Pilot.
In David’s place we will be welcoming Stephen Niechcial who will
take over as editor when he retires from the probation service in
the next few months. Stephen has flown a Grumman Tiger out
of Biggin Hill for a number of years and organised last year’s very
successful European Tour to Eastern Europe. I know he will be as
grateful as David for all article submissions from members, so please
keep these coming.
◄ P 10
by Ole Henriksen to do the layout, David Earle took instantly to a
task that had taken me years to master, if I ever did, and the readers
probably didn’t notice the changeover.
I carried on with Pilots’ Talk – formerly Intelligence Reports - under
David’s editorship but as of this latest issue have retired from that
too as Sahib Blether courageously stepped up to the plate. I hope
he wasn’t put off by the hundred or so source material emails I
sent him in the first month and trust that he enjoys compiling the
column as much as I did.
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Taking over David Bruford’s role on compiling Pilots’ talk is
Sahib Bleher. Sahib trained as a journalist and now runs translation
and publishing companies, dividing his time between Morocco,
Germany and the UK. He also used to fly a Grumman and is
planning on doing a Cirrus conversion course later this year.
I am very grateful to Stephen and Sahib for stepping into the two
Davids’ respective shoes. This still leaves the Press Officer’s post
vacant and, indeed, there is always work to be done in a voluntary
organisation such as ours. If there are other members who would
like to volunteer, in particular for Press Officer, please do put your
name forward together with any particular area of expertise or
interest. If you are not sure whether you can commit but would like
to sound me out on a confidential basis first, then please e-mail me
at chairman@pplir.org.

FCL.008
Looking outward, there can be little doubt that the event of last
year that has propelled PPL/IR Europe into the limelight has been
Jim Thorpe’s membership of the EASA FCL.008 committee. Jim
reported on this in detail in the last edition of Instrument Pilot and
there is little to add other than he has undertaken this work with the
full support of PPL/IR Europe and we are very grateful to him for
the considerable time he has spent on this commitment. There is still
some way to go before the FCL.008 proposals are enacted and they
may well be modified during this process. We welcome the proposed
revision of the theoretical knowledge element of the IR to eliminate
material relevant only to commercial operations, also the more
flexible options for completing the practical flying as this can only
encourage more private pilots to train for the full IR. The proposals
for the EIR are imaginative but we can see areas for concern. Details
of any transitional provisions and grandfather rights for national
ratings will need to be worked out before a final view of the package
as a whole can be taken. I have no doubt that the whole subject will
return to Chairman’s Corner in due course.
Looking to the future, there are a number of other difficult issues
that will need addressing and I will bring these to your attention as
and when there are specific matters to report. Meanwhile
enjoy many happy flying hours in 2010.

As I slip into a proper retirement
So, as I finish what I hope to be my last article as I slip into a proper
retirement to spend my time hitting golf balls, I notice that I still
seem to be PPL/IR Europe’s Press Officer. Surely someone out
there would like to take over this task and allow me to concentrate
on smacking my balls?
Volunteers please to chairman@pplir.org.
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EUROSTUFF

By John Pickett

European Commission

Wind reporting

T

The writer has not received any views concerning the presentation
of surface wind reporting. Eurostuff would be grateful for your
comments (to Aviaassist@aol.com please).

he EC is reported to be maintaining a tough stance with EU
States who are failing to adopt the ‘Single European Sky’
legislation. The EC directive is designed to ensure high levels of
responsibility and competence amongst air traffic controllers. In
addition it provides for the mutual recognition of ATC licences.
Member States are required to modify or introduce national laws
to incorporate the EC policy. The deadline for incorporation was
May 2008. The Czech Republic, Luxembourg and Greece have so
far done nothing resulting in an EC ‘letter’ requiring them to get on
with the task of changing the law.

Météo France
Météo France has always been one of the leaders in the provision of
weather information and they have recently renewed their agreement
to provide professional digital weather information. In conjunction
with Vizada, an independent satellite communications provider,
they have jointly released a new version of SkyFile Weather designed
to provide weather information more rapidly via the internet (See:
www.vizada.com/Website/Solutions/Messaging-Services/SkyFileWeather/Benefits.)

EASA
In IP76 it was reported there was an overwhelming number of
replies to the recent spate of Notices of Proposed Amendment
published by EASA. Responses were not forecast to be available until
March or April. An informed source reports that it is now likely that
the implementation date will be delayed until after April 2012.

The Met Office
Meanwhile in the UK there is speculation that the Meteorological
Office is to be sold. It is reported that the VT Group has expressed
interest in bidding in the event of a sale. The UK Ministry of
Defence currently own the Met Office.

Geomagnetic influence on the weather
Apparently it is normal to see an increase in geomagnetic activity
around the time of the autumn equinox. But at the last equinox
there was very little geomagnetic activity. For comparison, activity
is measured using the ‘Ap’ index. The normal range is Ap16 - 29.
Ap30 or more is classified as a magnetic storm. In October the
highest recorded Ap was only 13 and according to data compiled by
the Space Weather Prediction Centre shown in the chart below, the
value in December fell to an unprecedented value of 1! According to
some theories, a lower AP index can lead to greater cloud cover and a
cooler climate.

Solar powered flight

The development of two solar powered aeroplanes continues. The
Solar Impulse, which is designed to soar across oceans using four
solar-driven electric propellers, flew 350m about a metre above the
runway at a military aerodrome near Zurich with a German test pilot
at the controls. The solar panels had not yet been connected for this
test flight. Ultimately, Solar Impulse is designed to fly indefinitely
- staying aloft at night using batteries recharged by solar-panelled
wings during the day. A non-stop around the world flight is planned
for 2012.
Meanwhile the QinetiQ designed and built Zephyr has resumed
testing. It weighs less than 50kgs and has a wingspan of 75ft. It is
designed to be capable of flights lasting up to three months!

Instrument Pilot
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Satellite round up

ELTs and PLBs

The latest time for the entry into service of the complete Galileo
system - 2012 - now seems to be very unlikely. But the system
installation is moving on. A comprehensive ground station located at
Korou Space Station in French Guiana was inaugurated at the end of
November 2009.

There has been much correspondence concerning
emergency locator transmitters and personal
location beacons recently. The writer recently
evaluated a new PLB from McMurdo – the Fast
Find 200. This compact unit is designed to be worn
either around the neck or in a pouch. The PLB meets
all US and EU approvals. It operates on the global
COSPAS SARSAT 406MHz search and rescue satellite
system supported by many governments around the
world. The subscription is free. The PLB can be found for about
£200; however, it is no good having the equipment if one does not
know how to use it! See FODCOM 22/09 available from the CAA
website (www.caa.co.uk).

Korou Space Station in French Guiana (ESA aerial photo)

More on tax incentives and funding for
flight training
In the USA, the budget for
the next generation of GPS
enhancements has been cut by
97.4 million US dollars whilst the
Russian space agency is forecasting
that three more satellites will be
launched by the end of February
2010. This means that there will be
24 satellites in space enabling the
Russians to have global coverage.
This puts the Russians ahead in the
race to become second to the US
GPS system, pushing ahead of the
Galileo system.
Meanwhile China’s own
Compass2 satellite navigation
system is forging ahead. It is
anticipated that within the next
ten years we will have 120 satellites
in orbit dedicated to the GNSS
system.

It appears that if it is possible to make part of flight training a
‘recognised’ qualification then the UK Government could look at a
way of helping with funding. Meanwhile, in Scotland, a student has
formed herself into a private limited company registered for VAT and
learned that she can claim back from HMRC both training expenses
and VAT. It is most definitely not a level playing field!

Rates of climb and descent

Launch of the Chinese
Long March rocket on 17th
January 2010 with Compass
payload (Photo Qin Xianan)

Bird strikes

London Gatwick
London Gatwick airport has recently been sold by BAA to Global
Infrastructure Partners for £1.51 billion. They officially took control
of Gatwick Airport on 3rd December 2009.

Life rafts
The discussion concerning life rafts continues. This time it concerns
the life of a life-raft. As there is not a European standard for life rafts
it is left to the individual manufacturer to determine the overhaul
periodicity, the standards and consequently the life of the raft and
its contents. One problem highlighted is the deceptive labelling of
life rafts. Consider a model designed for long off shore voyages and
meeting appropriate international standards. One might expect, if
this raft was to be used in anger for a long over water flight, that the
contents would be sufficient to support the occupants for several days
until rescued; however, the survival pack inside the raft is for less
than 24 hours and does not contain food or water. Caveat Emptor.
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Recently the minimum rate of descent (ROD) and rate of climb
(ROC) have been emphasised by ATC. The minimum required
ROD or ROC is 500 feet per minute. If one is unable to achieve
this figure then ATC must be informed. Controllers need to predict
flight profiles accurately so that the minimum vertical separation
is maintained. For passenger comfort the rate of descent should
normally be between 500 feet per minute and 1,000 feet per minute.
And pilots should ensure that the aircraft do not overshoot or
undershoot the cleared level or altitude by more than 150 feet.
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Following the Hudson River accident in the US the UK CAA has
reminded all pilots that if a bird strike occurs in UK airspace the
occurrence should be reported to CAA. This applies whether or not
damage has occurred. Form CA 1282 is the correct form to use.

Minimum altitude charts
In order to avoid confusion with similar terminology the term
Intermediate Approach Area (IAA) has been withdrawn. Because of
the importance of this amendment to CAP777 (ATC Surveillance
Minimum Altitude Charts in UK Airspace - Policy and Design
Criteria) it is reproduced in full here.
‘In the light of operational experience in terrain rich environments
paragraph 7.2 of CAP 777 is amended with immediate effect to read,
‘When vectoring an aircraft within the Final Approach Vectoring Area
[FAVA] descent clearance below the SMAA [surveillance minimum
altitude] to the FAVA altitude may only be issued if the aircraft is either
established on the final approach track or an intercept of 40° or less, and
in the case of instrument approaches other than SRA is cleared
to intercept the final approach track.’’ (AIC Y090/2009).
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Pilots’ talk
Compiled By Sahib Bleher
Dates for your diary
Thursday 18th March 2010.
Works visit to Airbus, Filton
Airport - Some places still
available - registration
deadline 19th February 2010

A

rrive from 10.30 for 11am start, to
.finish around 3.30pm. Hosted by chief
fuel systems engineer, Max Bailey, we will
visit new design, development, test rigs,
and some manufacturing, for fuel systems
and instrumentation, landing gear systems,
and wing construction for the full range of
Airbus civil and military aircraft. Further
information and booking forms on the
website (www.pplir.org)under Events). Note
early booking deadline Friday 19 February
2010 and priority given to paid-up PPL/IR
Europe members.

Saturday 10th April 2010.
Spring meeting and AGM,
Cambridge, EGSC
(NOTE CHANGE OF VENUE)
Due to the closure of Coventry airport (see
right), the PPL/IR Europe Spring meeting
and AGM will now be held at Cambridge.
Refreshments on arrival from 10.30am,
seminars start at 11am, to finish around
4pm. Lunch and refreshments provided, cost
for the day £20 per head. Talks on ditching
survival, long distance flight planning to
remote venues, and GPS approach design
and training. Further information and
timetable with booking details on the
website (www.pplir.org)under Events).

5th-6th June 2010 (provisional
date). Weather weekend
Near continental venue (Lille or Ostend
under consideration), with Peter Gibb
(BBC weather presenter and ex-RAF
forecaster). Further information on the
website in due course (www.pplir.org)under
Events).
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Dates for CAA Safety Evenings 2010
Winter time tends to be the time for aviation activity on the ground, so here is a list of CAA
GA Safety Evenings. Changes or last minute additions will appear on the CAA website
(www.caa.co.uk/safetyevenings).
04/02/2010 Andrewsfield, Clubhouse
01371 856744
08/02/2010 Sturgate, Clubhouse
07957 140125
10/02/2010 Aberdeen, Doubletree (by Hilton Aberdeen City Centre hotel)
11/02/2010 Carlisle, Aerodrome Terminal
01228 573344
02/03/2010 Seething, Clubhouse
07976 661784
04/03/2010 Gransden Lodge, Cambridge Gliding Club
07801 398714
09/03/2010 White Waltham, West London Aero Club
01628 823272
11/03/2010 Bristol Filton, Concorde room, BAWA,
01454 202216
15/03/2010 Turweston, Airfield conference room
01280 701167
18/03/2010 Havorfordwest, Rosemarket Golf Club, SA73 1JY
07545 350294

Saturday 17th April 2010.
Duxford Safety Bonus Days
Duxford will be running their 2010 Safety
Bonus Day on Saturday 17th April 2010.
FREE landing and admission to Safety
Day. Similar to last year, it will include two
or three informal presentations and halfa-dozen ‘table top’ sessions with a range of
experts. The program is being compiled as
we go to press, but make a note in your diary
and check the Duxford website in the next
few weeks (http://duxford.iwm.org.uk/
server/show/ConWebDoc.1181). Hoping for
better weather than in 2009, phone 01223
833376 for PPR and a ‘broad slot.’

Summer 2010 (Possible
dates in July being explored).
Ditching day, South Cerney,
Gloucestershire
A practical day on ditching, life rafts and
sea safety with Del Hall, CEO, Survival
Equipment Services (www.ses-safety.com).
This is a practical full-day follow up to the
equipment and theoretical presentation by
Del Hall at the Spring meeting. Further
information on the website in due course
(www.pplir.org)under Events).
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Coventry Airport latest

Coventry Airport closed suddenly last year
when its private owners, West Midlands
International Airport, closed the facility
after Britain’s HM Revenue and Customs
went to the high court seeking an order to
liquidate the airport company - a move that
normally results from non-payment of taxes.
The airport’s previous expansion came to
a halt after Thomsonfly unexpectedly ceased
operations at the airport last November. The
closure left a number of businesses stranded,
including Coventry Airport Executive Jet
Centre, two maintenance providers and
the Almat Flying Club. A glimmer of hope
appeared at the end of January when the
airport confirmed that it had entered into
exclusive negotiations with a potential
new buyer, the Swiss investment company
Airport Development Partners. However
a deal is not guaranteed and the airport’s
future remains uncertain.
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Cirrus gets known ice
approval in Europe
Cirrus owners will be pleased: the European
Union has granted EASA approval for
Cirrus Aircraft’s known ice protection
system, allowing flight into known icing
(FIKI) conditions. Cirrus says their system
‘is likely the most extensively tested known ice
protection package ever developed for general
aviation.’

The
company
cautions,
however, that
the system does not
create an ‘all-weather’
airplane. The system uses TKS weeping
wing technology, applying it through laserdrilled panels on the elevator control horns,
the leading edges of the horizontal and
vertical tail surfaces, and the wings. TKS
fluid is also distributed onto the windshield
and propeller at flow rates that can provide
for up to 2.5 hours of protection. Operation
is integrated with the aircraft’s Garmin
avionics systems as part of Cirrus Perspective
package. FAA approval was granted earlier
this year for both turbo and normally
aspirated Cirrus aircraft equipped with the
company’s optional known ice protection
system. Cirrus offers pilots an online ‘Icing
Awareness’ training program specific to the
Cirrus Known Ice Protection equipment and
aircraft, which is required training for all
Cirrus pilots who plan to fly into forecast or
known icing conditions.

FAA mandates complete frost
removal

critical surfaces prior to takeoff. Since most
such operators were already prevented from
using the procedure under FAA operating
specs, the change mainly affects operators in
Alaska. FAA Administrator Randy Babbitt
said the FAA has advised pilots not to take
off with frost or ice contaminating their
wings for years, ‘because it made good
sense. Now, it’s the law.’
The change, however, does
not apply to non-fractional
operators flying under
Part 91, although of
the 12 frost-related
accidents the FAA
identified, 9 involved
such operations. The
new rule also clarifies
that aircraft
operating
under Parts
125, 135,
or 91 subpart F (fractionals), must have
functioning de-icing or anti-icing equipment
to fly under IFR into known or forecast
light or moderate icing conditions, or under
VFR into known light or moderate icing
conditions.

Terminal navigation charges
to hit GA?
From 1 January 2010, it became mandatory
for all EASA member states to charge for air
navigation services provided by airports to
arriving and departing aircraft. However,
this applies only to some airports and there
are options for any member state to exempt
certain aircraft, and the amount charged
varies by state. This is the second and final
part of the common charging scheme, where
the first part was about enroute charges.
Executive committee member Alan South
has written a more detailed account of the
expected effect of these charges on the pilots
of light GA aircraft, available on our website
(www.pplir.org/ under Current issues).

New CEO at GASCo –Mike
O’Donoghue
Photo: AOPA
The FAA has published a final rule
prohibiting takeoffs with ‘polished frost,’
which it defines as ‘ frost buffed to make it
smooth,’ on the wings, stabilisers and control
surfaces of aircraft operated under fractional
ownership or charter rules. The rule requires
operators to remove any frost adhering to
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Gerald Hackemer, the Chairman of
the General Aviation Safety Council
(GASCo), has announced the forthcoming
appointment of Col Mike O’Donoghue,
CBE, FRAeS (Ret’d) as the new CEO, to
replace John Thorpe who is retiring. Mike
O’Donoghue’s background is as a military
helicopter pilot and he was Commandant of
the Defence Helicopter Flying School at the
point when he left the Army in 1999. On
leaving the Army he took post with Aviation
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Training Management Ltd, who provide
helicopter training services to the British
Army. Initially he served as Aircrew Training
Manager and subsequently moved to Head
of Business Acquisition and then Defence
Adviser and Head of Marketing, leaving the
company in 2008. Since then he has run
his own consulting business and has been a
Director and pilot with a helicopter charter,
training and maintenance business. He
holds an ATPL (H) and also has experience
of gliding, fixed wing flying and skydiving.
He chairs the Rotorcraft specialist sub group
and is a member of the Simulators sub group
at the Royal Aeronautical Society. He is an
Upper Freeman of the Guild of Air Pilots
and Air Navigators and a member of AOPA
and the British Helicopter Association.

New Jeppesen VFR+GPS
charts for Europe
Jeppesen has announced the introduction
of an optimized 1:500,000 scale VFR+GPS
enroute chart series for Europe based on
input from VFR pilots. Pilot preferred
features of the new chart include increased
readability through improved depiction of
terrain and enhanced symbols. An increase
to each chart’s coverage area reduces the
number of charts necessary for flight. The
improved VFR+GPS chart also introduces
a new folding system to ease handling in
the cockpit. The improved VFR+GPS chart
depicts airspace in a more easily readable
manner, and provides recognition of
overlapping airspace boundaries. Enhanced
airport symbols are easy to locate and
identify and a new depiction of terrain
provides a dynamic three-dimensional
impression.

EC airspace plan – leave it to
the states below FL195
The European Commission plans to leave
the designation of airspace below FL195 to
individual nations, using the seven ICAO
designations as a foundation but allowing
states a degree of flexibility to adopt subcategories of airspace as they see fit. The EC
Transport Department’s Administrator of
Air Traffic Management, Jyrki Paajanen,
told the 121st European Regional Meeting
of IAOPA Europe in Barcelona that Brussels
would impose a requirement for states to
consult with users, but would not dictate the
tactical design of lower-level airspace.
In consultation with Eurocontrol, EASA
and ICAO, the EC is seeking to establish a
standard for airspace in the 27 EC countries.
‘Our plan is to transpose the ICAO annexes
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into community law – to take the whole lot,’
Mr Paajanen said. Many states implement
ICAO rules differently and this will not
necessarily change. ‘On a Community level
we will set out the rules themselves, there’s a bit
of description of how you do things, routes are
planned on a Community level, but the rest is
national – it is for the states to decide where
you have military, controlled, or uncontrolled
airspace,’ he added. ‘While controlled airspace
should be kept to a minimum, there are cases
where a controller should have an idea of
what’s happening immediately outside the zone,
and there are various ways to address this, with
radio or transponder zones or listening watch
areas. But the additional tools should be as few
as possible, and the way in which they work
must be harmonised.’

Standards body RTCA has now approved
the minimum operational performance
standards (MOPS), and the FAA has
finalised the related technical standard
orders (TSO). Approval of the MOPS and
TSOs gives vendors and operators assurance
that the equipment meeting those standards
will fulfil the requirements of the ADSB rule. The new DO-260B standard for
1090MHz ADS-B has been harmonised
with Europe.

EU passenger rights
improved

Diamond Aircraft complete
first DA42 upgrade to New
Generation

least, would be in range of meeting ASTM
D910, the Avgas fuel specification. The
new fuel is based on 95-octane blend stock
with an additive that’s not lead but that
might be obtainable economically through
conventional refining processes. Another
US company, Swift Enterprises, uses biomass
and other renewable feed stocks to make a
100LL replacement called 100SF, which has
recently been given approval as a test fuel by
ATSM International.
Meanwhile the first all South-African
designed and manufactured aircraft is to
be launched in Durban next year, the all
composite four-seater SA Ravin 500, with
a 320 HP liquid cooled engine by Adept
Airmotive running on any non-Diesel fuel
including lead-free Mogas and bio-ethanol.

The European Court of Justice set a
precedent on the possibility for passengers
delayed more than three hours, compared
to schedule time, to have rights similar
to passengers whose flight is cancelled.
Currently, in the case of flight cancellation,
the rule states that passengers have the right
to claim for a fixed indemnity of between
250 and 600 euros.

GA reacts to FAA’s proposed
changes in pilot training
The consultation period for the FAA’s
latest proposed changes to flight-training
rules has closed with nearly 400 comments
logged. The National Association of Flight
Instructors said that, while overall the 16
proposals are on the right track, they still
had issues. EAA said it was OK with most of
the proposals, but raised a red flag regarding
certain changes aimed at operators of jet
aircraft. The changes were clearly intended
to address operators of VLJs, EAA said, but
would potentially impact the operation of
warbirds and other vintage and homebuilt
jets operated under experimental rules.
Among the proposed changes: commercial
pilot applicants, both single-engine and
multi-engine, would replace the current
ten hours of complex airplane aeronautical
experience with ten hours of advanced
instrument training; flight schools would
be excused from the requirement to have a
ground school space if they offer internetbased ground-school training; students
would be allowed to apply for both a private
pilot certificate and an instrument rating at
the same time; the definition of ‘complex
airplane’ would change to include airplanes
equipped with FADEC engines; and it
would become easier to issue US certificates
to foreign pilots.

US approves ADS-B
equipment standards
Technical and operational standards for
automatic dependent surveillance - broadcast
(ADS-B) equipment - have been approved,
paving the way for an April 2010 publication
of the FAA’s final rule mandating ADS-B
equipage in controlled airspace by 2020.
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The first DA42NG engine upgrade has been
completed at Diamond Aircraft’s Wiener
Neustadt facility, (see photo above). The
Thielert diesel engines were swapped with
Austro Engines AE300 and all necessary
airframe and avionics upgrades were
completed at the same time. The factory is
offering the service that can be combined
with upgrades to avionics, paint and interior.
The process should take between two and
four weeks and prices start at €99,000.

Lead-free Avgas
replacement?
As the industry continues to wring its hands
about a replacement for soon-to-be-extinct
100LL, an Oklahoma-based modification
house says it has a fuel worth looking
into. General Aviation Modifications Inc.
claims to have run a promising new fuel
in its test cell that’s at least 100 octane or
better. The fuel appears to have good antidetonation characteristics and, on paper at
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UAV collision avoidance
US Navy researchers are asking industry
to develop a collision avoidance system to
enable unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
to operate in civil airspace without the risk
of crashing into other aircraft. The Office
of Naval Research (ONR) in Arlington,
issued a broad agency announcement (BAA
10-009) for the Unmanned Air System
(UAS) Autonomous Collision Avoidance
System (ACAS) to enable unmanned aircraft
to sense and avoid other aircraft while
operating in the National Air Space System
- whether or not the other aircraft have their
own collision avoidance equipment like
transponders, TCAS or other systems.
ONR scientists are asking industry to
develop a system that enables UAVs to
observe the right of way rules developed for
manned aircraft - especially rules for them
to see and avoid other fixed-wing aircraft,
helicopters, aerostats, gliders, balloons, etc.
Air Force researchers are pursuing a
similar initiative called the Multi-Vehicle
Unmanned Aircraft Systems Sense And
Avoid (MUSAA), for which the Air Force
Research Laboratory issued a BAA last
month. Meanwhile FAA Administrator
Randy Babbitt has told the Aerospace
Industries Association during a speech in
Phoenix that unmanned aerial systems
aren’t ready for ‘seamless or routine use’ in the
civilian airspace system. ‘While the UAS is
undoubtedly the way of the future, my concern
must be on today, and right now, the era of the
unmanned aircraft system in civilian airspace
is just not here yet,’ Babbitt said.

US Senate cockpit distraction
bills opposed
Proposed Senate bills in the wake of
Northwest Airlines Flight 188 – which
overshot Minneapolis airport in their
Airbus A320 while out of contact with ATC
- have some pilots on edge, fearing they
may bring about ‘grotesque consequences’.
Because the now notorious Northwest pilots
claimed they had been distracted by laptops,
electronic devices in the cockpit quickly
became the target of proposed legislative
bans. However, pilots are concerned that
such a ban could hamper attempts to
introduce safety and situational awareness
oriented equipment, including portable
electronic charts, electronic airport maps and
e-checklists/flight manuals. While building
those systems into existing and fixed cockpit
hardware is possible, it’s also costly and the
bill’s opponents fear that more cost effective
solutions may be legislated out of the mix.
The airlines Washington-based trade group,
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Predator UAV

the Air Transport Association, also opposes
the legislation. FAA chief Randy Babbitt
said, ‘We need to be very careful’ before
banning electronic devices. Since the pilots
of Flight 188 had their licences revoked,
they have appealed claiming that failures by
ATC were also a contributing factor. Ban air
traffic control next?

Wingsuit flight abandoned in
cloud
Swiss adventurer Yves Rossy was forced
recently to abort an attempted record
wingsuit flight from Morocco to Spain
when he flew into huge clouds that left
him flying blind. He jettisoned his wings

and parachuted safely into the ocean below
from where he was rescued by helicopter
within 15 minutes. Rossy’s suit used existing
technology in an unexpected and innovative
fashion. Most wingsuits are modified
skydiving suits, with fabric flaps between the
arms and legs that convert a jumper into a
human flying squirrel. Rossy’s suit takes the
concept to a new level by adding a carbon
fibre wing and rocket engines that allow him
to maintain level flight. Unfortunately for
him, it was not instrument flight equipped.
Rossy himself would have been suitably
qualified; he was trained as an air force
fighter pilot and flies for Swissair.

Yves Rossy
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◄ P 1 and it wasn’t clear which countries
would allow us access to their airspace. It
was on; then Russia invaded Georgia, it was
off. The political situation was stabilised, it
was on again. Avgas would not be available
along the whole route, it was off; and so on,
until we eventually considered that it was
never going to happen. Then suddenly, out
of the blue, we were informed by Hans that
it was ‘all systems go’, we had eleven aircraft
signed up, the route was almost confirmed,
and it looked as though we could arrange
to have Avgas positioned along the route,
so we would need to get on and obtain our
visas, and start making all of the necessary
arrangements.

Our choice of aircraft
For our previous flights to Australia and to
Cape Town we had used my turbocharged
Saratoga. Ideal for long distance touring,
especially in hot and high places, and also
when it came to getting over marginal
weather; however, apart from some
bureaucratic licensing reasons, it didn’t take
a genius to realise that for this particular
event Will’s Bonanza was the best machine
for the job. Not only does it sip fuel
compared to the Saratoga, but, having the
added advantage of tip tanks, the range
available to us was far in excess of what my
aeroplane could manage without fitting ferry
tanks.
The ideal aircraft for an event like this
would actually have been a Jet A1 drinking
turbo-prop, and we did give some serious
thought to obtaining a Cessna Caravan and
selling it at the conclusion of the event. We
even got as far as doing some training in a
Caravan. But common sense and financial
considerations ultimately prevailed and
this option was ruled out. Also, it would
have detracted from the uncertainty of
the availability of Avgas, and made the
management of the fuel situation far too
easy. We considered that it would have
almost amounted to cheating.

Visas, fuel planning, spares,
clearances, charts, charges…and
satellite phones for Mongolia
After numerous visits to the various
embassies in London our passports were
endorsed with all of the visas that we needed,
including some that we didn’t. It transpired
that Uzbekistan had some hostilities going
on so we wouldn’t be welcome while they
were sorting themselves out. The biggest
surprises were firstly, how easy it was to
get the Russian visas, and secondly, how
complicated it was to get the visas for the
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US. Nevertheless, after relieving us of
substantial amounts of money we had the
official sanctions to enter and travel through
all countries on route. Or so we thought!
Meanwhile Will was involved in a great
deal of calculation in order to ensure that
we would have sufficient fuel for each leg of
our flight. This was critical because once we
arrived in eastern Turkey there was no Avgas
available until we entered the US at Nome in
Alaska. Each aircraft had to calculate their
fuel requirements for each leg of the journey
so that Hans could pre-purchase the fuel
in barrels and have them delivered to the
various airports on route. If we bought too
little fuel then we wouldn’t have enough to
continue, however if we bought too much
then we could only leave it behind, and
at the price that we were paying nobody
wanted to say goodbye to it.
Most of the barrels of Avgas, that were
costing us as much as €4.80 per litre, were
produced by refineries in Holland and
Poland. These had to be transported, by
truck via St. Petersburg, and eventually
many thousands of miles across Asia to our
various refuelling points, at enormous costs,
and all of this had to be paid up front.
Another chore that was taken on by Will
was the equipping of the aeroplane with
the various things that we would need to
get us safely through some of the more
remote regions on our journey around
the world. Between us we already had a
substantial quantity of survival equipment
and tools, including standby GPS and
hand held radios, that had travelled with
us on our previous excursions, and all
of that was assembled into the Bonanza.
Some additional items had to be obtained,
including a hand operated barrel pump for
pumping the Avgas out of the barrels, a
hand operated tyre pump, and, courtesy of
Airtime Aviation Ltd, various engine spares,
a spare vacuum pump, and spare tyre and
inner tube.
Meanwhile, Hans Gutmann was kept
busy beavering away behind the scenes,
as he had been for the previous year. As
well as dealing with, and negotiating,
the fuel supply and positioning issues, he
was instrumental in organising overflight
clearances, landing fees, handling, charts,
hotels, ground transportation, and any other
charges that the local authorities could
dream up, for the whole group, all of which
also had to be paid up front.
And then, with only a few days left before
departure, just when we thought that we
had covered every angle and there was no
room left to carry any more ‘stuff’… the
Mongolians decided that because we were
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flying light aircraft, and we didn’t have any
HF radios, and because the distances across
the very remote landscape of Mongolia are
so vast, they would withdraw our overflight
permissions unless every aircraft was
equipped with a satellite telephone. So that
was another item to obtain and find space
for.

Eleven aircraft head for Austria
And so it was, with everything loaded,
including our own personal luggage, and
along with emergency rations of cereal
bars, fruit drinks, and water, that we took
to the skies and headed for Zweibrucken
in Germany, and then Wiener Neustadt in
Austria. There we were to meet up with the
rest of the aeroplanes and crew who, like us,
had been sufficiently lacking in foresight,
and had signed up to this adventure into the
unknown.
When we arrived at the hotel there were
some old friends from previous trips as well
as some new faces, including two more
crews from the UK, four from Austria one
of whom had a British co-pilot and another
a Turkish co-pilot, one crew from Holland,
one from the US with an Australian copilot, a German crew, and a Russian crew.
The eleven aircraft being used for the event
comprised a Piper Aerostar, a Cessna 210P, a
Piper Malibu, three Beech Bonanzas, a Piper
Saratoga, two Cessna 182s, a Robin R100,
and a Dynamic WT9 ultralight. Quite a
motley collection!
Hans Gutmann had put an incredible
amount of time and effort into organising
this event, and in the process had overcome
endless amounts of bureaucracy and
innumerable obstacles that had been placed
in our path in an attempt to ensure that
we couldn’t achieve our goal. But none of
the authorities had anticipated the tenacity
of Hans who was not only the organiser of
the event but was also our leader, financial
controller, Mr Fixit, pilot of one of the Beech
Bonanzas, and someone who doesn’t accept
‘no’ or ‘it can’t be done’ as an answer.
Well, here we were, all assembled and
getting to know each other; however we
were all required, on the evening prior to our
departure as a group from Austria, to attend
a briefing given by Hans. My recollection of
the major points was:
I
Firstly, we could only go forwards
because the only fuel was ahead of us;
I
Secondly, we couldn’t go back for any
reason because there wouldn’t be any
fuel behind us;
I
Thirdly, we couldn’t wait for anyone,
no matter what the reason, as we had to
arrive at the hotels on specified dates.
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And, finally, we had to look after Hans
- because he was carrying a substantial
amount of cash, on our behalf, and in
various currencies for the payment of
our hotels etc.
With those thoughts in mind, and a few
beers under our belts, we all went off to
dream of the next 16,000 nautical miles.

Towering cumulus, what towering
cumulus?
We don’t propose to bore anyone with
the details of every leg of this event as the
daily chore of, get out of bed, shower, have
breakfast, bus to the airport, take off, fly for
five hours, land, pump fuel, bus to the hotel,
have several beers, have dinner, have several
more beers, and so to bed, all becomes
somewhat tedious after the first few times.
Apart from the beers part that is.
Nevertheless, off we went for our first
stop, which was seven hundred and four
nautical miles away at Sabia Gocken, the GA
airport to the east of Istanbul’s main airport.
Our route took us through Hungarian,
Romanian, and Bulgarian airspace, and
all was going really well until we happened
upon a huge area of towering cumulus with
no way around, over, or under it. We only
had two options available to us and, if we
were to arrive at our first stop on schedule,
we had to press on. With a close eye on the
stormscope, we decided to test the severity
of the activity ahead of us. Well, we made it
through, albeit we came very close to taking
the second option of a 180 with a diversion
to an airfield in Bulgaria. The ultralight
diverted and then had to catch up by flying
nearly 1,000 miles the next day.
Our crossing of the Bosphorus was the
first milestone on this epic journey. We
were now truly in Asia: we had crossed the
division between ‘The West’ and ‘The East’.

The group at Kapadokya
After a night in Istanbul we were off to
Kapadokya, just a short 280 nautical mile
hop to the south-east. Kapadokya is a World
Heritage Site and has a lot of history. In
ancient times it was a major stop on the silk
route from China. We spent two nights
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in Kapadokya, purely for sightseeing and
visiting the amazing underground cities that
were created over 2,000 years ago. As there
was no fuel available we had to fly a further
596 nautical miles to Erzurum in the north
east of Turkey before we could refill and
continue on just another 149 nautical miles
to Yerevan in Armenia.
We stayed three nights in Yerevan from
where the original plan was to head off
in an easterly direction across Azerbaijan
and the Caspian Sea to Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan before entering Kazakhstan.
However this was where the plan changed
and we now had to cross Azerbaijan and
then fly in a northerly direction over the
Caspian to enter Kazakhstan at Atyrau. A
leg length of 751 nautical miles.

The terrain feature or ‘rockscope’
as it became known
At the pre-flight briefing we discovered that
the airway across the Caucasus mountain
range had a base of FL160, which was fine
for the turbocharged planes, but all of the
normally aspirated aircraft would struggle
to reach 13,000 feet, let alone get to 16,000.
But there was no going back, so the solution
according to Hans was, with a wave of the
hand, ‘just get as high as you can and then
tell them (ATC) that you are still climbing
(slowly)’.

‘Rockscope’
After departing Yerevan, with a snow
capped Mount Ararat towering just a
short distance away from the airfield, we
turned eastward and the terrain feature,
or ‘rockscope’ as it became known, filled
the screen of the GNS 530 with lots of
red (that’s what you are going to hit), and
a little bit of yellow (that’s what you are
only just going to miss). However, we were
visual with the surface and the conditions
allowed us to practice our terrain avoidance
procedures with reference to the ‘rockscope’.
As we flew up through the valleys of the
Caucasus, with peaks towering around us, it
was quite amazing to see for real how well,
and surprisingly how accurately, it worked.
We certainly would not have attempted to
conduct the tests in IMC!
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Our visas wouldn’t become valid
for another three days!

Most of the flight to Atyrau had been
over the Caspian Sea and we all arrived at
our new port of entry into Kazakhstan in
surprisingly good spirits after such a long
flight, only to be refused entry because our
visas wouldn’t become valid for another
three days. This was the result of the last
minute change in our planned route, which
was due to the rescission of our permission
to transit Turkmenistan. After many hours
of sitting around - being visited by numerous
uniformed officials all wearing outsize
hats, and who didn’t seem to know what to
do, other than suggest sending us back to
Armenia where our permissions had expired
- we were all pretty fed up and to say the
least very thirsty. Then suddenly, whilst
still waiting for something to happen, we
were pleasantly surprised when Sergey (one
of the Russian crew) managed to negotiate
permission to go through immigration and
bring back a tray full of bottles of ice-cold
beers. Who said that communist bureaucrats
don’t have any heart? Eventually, after what
seemed an eternity, the officials allowed us
to purchase (at great cost) new visas and have
our old ones annulled. I don’t understand
why they could not have thought that one
through earlier, but at least we did get
cleared into the country.
Atyrau to Shymkent, a distance of 814
nautical miles, was not very memorable as
the whole flight was across flat, barren desert
with the occasional natural gas wellhead and
pumping station. This is the source of most
of Europe’s natural gas supplies.

Herdsmen in traditional costume
Shymkent itself however was very
memorable, with local herdsmen in
traditional costume riding their horses
through the town and mingling with traffic
that paid little heed to normal rules of the
road. Our bus drove into the back of a truck
on the way from the airport to the hotel,
because the driver was looking over his
shoulder at young girls. And the
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hotel was memorable because the standard left a lot to be
desired, and I am convinced that we came out of the shower dirtier
than when we went in.
Shymkent to Almaty was only 351 nautical miles and we were
received on arrival by the Kazakhstan Aero club, the local television
network and newspapers, all of whom were very keen to conduct
interviews and have their reporters filmed whilst sat in the cockpits
of our aircraft.
It was around this time that we began to realise that, no matter
how far we were down the departure list, and only using normal

Mongolia from the air

TV stars in Kazakhstan

the long haul of 764 nautical miles to Ulaan Baatar.
After landing at Ulgij we refuelled as quickly as the system would
allow and, because there was nothing to warrant spending any time
in such a bleak place, we decided to get airborne as soon as possible.
However, getting airborne was not going to be as easy as one might
have thought. The outside air temperature was very high, as was the
elevation of the airfield, and these two factors alone were enough
to get us checking the take off run available. Couple those factors
with a gravel surface, and then, to cap it all, a very steep upslope,
and everything became very marginal. Nevertheless, we did manage
to get airborne albeit we had to use every millimetre of runway
available. Even the terrain beyond the end of the runway sloped
upward at almost the same gradient as our rate of climb, so it was
impossible to level off to allow the speed to build before making any
turns onto course. But eventually, and very gingerly, we did get to
make the 180 degree turn onto a course that would take us across
the very unpopulated landscape of Mongolia. The last three aircraft
decided to stay overnight in Ulgij and depart in the cooler morning
air, which would also avoid the night landing into Ulaan Baatar.
It wasn’t until we had flown for a while over the desolate, yet very
impressive landscape that we came to realise how big the country
is and yet how small the population. As a comparison Mongolia
has approximately six and a half times the land area of the United
Kingdom and the population of the UK is twenty four times that of
Mongolia.

cruise settings, we always seemed to be one of the first aircraft to
arrive. This from an aircraft with a less powerful engine than the
other Bonanzas, or similar aeroplanes. From that point onwards we
took great delight in picking out an aeroplane on the TCAS, reeling
it in to view, and then watching it disappear behind us. Oh what
simple pleasures are enjoyed by us mere pilots. Or do we just put it
down to plain old-fashioned boredom?

Someone had landed wheels up
From Almaty we flew to Ust Kamenogorsk in the north east of
Kazakhstan, and close to the Russian border, where we arrived in
the middle of a thunderstorm. After we had parked the plane on
the apron and were getting our luggage sorted out, the heavens
opened and we dived into the back of the plane to escape the deluge.
When the rain ceased we emerged from the plane to be told that
someone had landed wheels up; it turned out to be Helmut Lehner
in the Dynamic. It appears that his attention was diverted by the
conditions and although the tower were telling him to go around
it didn’t register with him. Helmut’s participation ended there and
he was left to arrange the shipping of his plane back to Austria. The
airport, the town and the hotel at Ust Kamenogorsk were everything
‘soviet era’ that you could imagine they would be - even down to
the restaurant in the hotel where there was just one waitress to serve
twenty thirsty pilots with cold beer, and at the same time hand out
quite extensive menus (all in Russian) but with a choice of only two
items, fish or chicken.
From Ust Kamenogorsk we had to transit Russian airspace enroute to Ulgij in western Mongolia, where we were due to make a refuelling stop before continuing on to Ulaan Baatar in the north east.

Ulaan Bataar, capital of Mongolia
Ulaan Baatar, the capital of Mongolia, is quite a modern city that
houses four fifths of the country’s population, however it seems that
everything shuts at midnight, which was the time that we arrived
at our hotel when we were in desperate need of sustenance. A group
of us, after being turned away at every establishment that we tried,
eventually managed to find a bar that was happy to supply us with
beer and bar snacks, and finally, after we had overcome the language
barrier, some cooked food, even though it wasn’t what we had
originally ordered. We got back into our rooms at 3am but at least
we were re-fuelled.
After a three night stop in Ulaan Baatar it was time to test the
system and see whether the Russians would accept us all into
Siberian airspace, or if Sergey and Pavel, the Russian crew, would
prove to be right with their pessimistic prediction that ‘it will never
work, they won’t let us in, it can’t be done, we will all have to turn
back’. However, Hans had already covered the potential problems of
communicating with the Siberian air traffic controllers by calling in
some favours from high-ranking Russian Air Ministry officials.
In the final part of this article the story is continued by Will and
Mike with our intrepid aviators still less than half way
around the world…

Flight levels in metres
The transit of this section of Russian airspace passed without any
drama and the only noticeable difference was down to the fact that
they give all of their flight levels in metres. However, even though
the adoption of metric flight levels initially took a little bit of getting
used to, we very quickly adapted with the help of some deft finger
work and a calculator.
Ulgij is no more than a gravel surfaced desert airstrip serving a
small mining town, but it was the only airfield in Mongolia before
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